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This is the August 2021 edition of the Gryphon’s Roar.

Medieval feast. The salt cellar is the gold goblet in the middle of the table. Artist unknown.
http://medievaleuropeilluminated.blogspot.com/2015/11/salt-cellars-fancy-salt-shaker.html

Bilgun Zalkuubar holds the Chronicler’s Office. If there are topics, items, art, or written words you would like to see published in the newsletter, please contact her
at chronicler@gryphonslair.org.
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Prior to the modern internal combustion engine, mining salt was one of the most expensive and dangerous of operations due to
rapid dehydration caused by constant contact with the salt in mine passages and with salt dust in the air.
Many thanks to this month’s contributors:



Our Esteemed Seneschal, Michelle of Harris Upon York
The Noble Kamei Kojirou Yoshinga

Image from Creative Commons
through Microsoft.

In Service to the Dream,
Zalkuubar
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Words from the Sionainn and Malatesta, Baron and Baroness of Gryphon’s Lair
Greetings,
We hope this finds you well.
As we start to have in person events, please make sure you are asking for consent to
hugs/touching. Remember, we are just coming back and some people may not be at the
same comfort level.
We are excited to be able to see you all in person and enjoy our game.
We have Heirs. Her Excellency represented Gryphon’s Liar at a glorious Crown
Tournament. We congratulate Their Highnesses, Sean and Nisa for their victory on that
day.
If you haven’t seen, there is being held a Largess Derby to help Their Highnesses with
gifts for Their Reign. We are looking forward to seeing what all our amazing populace
brings forth.
On August 7th, we were able to hold a Multi-Marshal practice at Weber Crossing RV
park. At this practice, we had archery, thrown weapons and a period fishing class. A
good time was had by all. We enjoyed time with those who were able to come and we
can’t wait to see all your beautiful faces again.

Thank you all,
Sionainn and Malatesta
Baron and Baroness of Gryphon’s Lair

If you would like to contact our Baron or Baroness, please use the following information:

Baron

Baroness

His Excellency,
Master Sionainn Padraig Caimbeul, OP

Her Excellency,
Mistress Malatesta Simonetti, OP

Mundane name: Jason Tanner

Mundane Name: Patience Hallda

baron@gryphonslair.org

baroness@gryphonslair.org
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Seneschal Sayings
Greetings Gryphon’s Lair!
It has been over a year since our Barony has held an in-person event and come August 7 we
will hold an OFFICIAL IN-PERSON EVENT!!!! Please join the Barony at Lammastide as we
celebrate a year of Their Excellencies Malatesta and Sionainn as our Baron and Baroness and
join them in Their search for new champions. We’re planning a Roman day to help escape the
heat, so put on your best tunica and come SCA with BGL.
Our Barony runs only because we have the best volunteers in the Kingdom, and we need some
of these awesome volunteers to fill our last few open offices. We’re currently accepting letters of
intent for the offices of Seneschal, Chatelaine, and Youth. LOIs can be sent to myself
(seneschal@gryphonslair.org) and Their Excellencies (baroness@gryphonslair.org and
baron@gryphonslair.org). Additionally, every single officer within the Barony would be grateful
for a deputy. The office of Seneschal is required for our group to continue, and my warrant
expires in January. Almost anyone is the right candidate for this office, you just need to be
somewhat organized and have a desire to serve.
As in-person events are happening again please be respectful of the wishes of others. I know
that we’re excited to see our friends again, but some of our friends might still want a large
personal bubble and THAT’S OK! Make sure to communicate clearly and patiently as we all try
to find our way in this new world.
A reminder to stay safe, stay healthy, and stay happy.
In Service to the Dream,
THL Michelle of Harris upon York

BGL Seneschal

This is the Gryphon’s Roar a publication of The Barony of Gryphon’s Lair of the Society for Creative Anachronism,
Inc. The Gryphon’s Roar is available from https://www.gryphonslair.org/roar. It is not a corporate publication of the
Society for Creative Anachronism, Incorporated, and does not delineate SCA policies.
Copyright 2021 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. For information on reprinting articles and artwork from this
publication, please contact the editor, Kari McCarter at chronicler@gryphonslair.org, who will assist you in contacting
the original creator of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of our contributors.
Credit for all submissions, including all text submissions except officer reports and contact information (i.e. Articles,
recipes, poetry, etc.) and including all artwork (drawings, photos, heraldry, maps, etc.) has been cited when the
information was available.
Releases for creative work are available through the Kingdom of Artemisia. https://www.artemisia.sca.org/. All
photographers, models, intellectual property and creative works have provided a signed release statement for their
artwork to be used in this publication.
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Events:
Saturday August 28
Lammastide
Lammastide 2021
Date:
August 7, 2021
Location:
Weber Crossing Campground
726 S Frontage Road
Henefer, Utah
Directions:
Take I-15 to I-84E, take exit 115, turn right at the stop sign, turn left onto S Echo
Frontage Road, campground will be on the right side of the road
Site opens:
August 7, 10am
Site closes:
August 7, 9pm
Site fee:
Adult Event Registration is $15; Adult Member Discount Registration is $5; all youth 17
and under are guests of the Barony; make checks payable to “Barony of Gryphon’s Lair,
SCA, Inc.”
Event steward: THL Andrew of Harris upon York (Andrew Harris), (801)870-6730,
andy.harris@cmtlaboratories.com
Escape the heat of summer and join the Barony of Gryphon’s Lair while we celebrate Lammastide in the
Roman style. Show off your best tunica, learn to play rota, or just lounge like a Roman.
Their Excellencies grow weary of Their current champions and need new ones! Bring
your skill at A&S, heavy fighting, rapier fighting, archery, and thrown weapons and you
might walk away as s Baronial Champion.
There will be block stamped neck coolers for sale for $5/each or 3/$10. Support the
fundraiser while staying cool.
Schedule:
Saturday
10:30am – morning court
12pm – archery championship tournament
1pm – arts and sciences championship
2pm – heavy championship tournament
3pm – rapier championship tournament
4pm – thrown weapons championship tournament
7pm – closing court
Although the SCA complies with all applicable laws to try to ensure the health and safety of our event
participants, we cannot eliminate the risk of exposure to infectious diseases during inperson events. By participating in the in-person events of the SCA, you acknowledge and
accept the potential risks. You agree to take an additional steps to protect your own
health and safety and those under your control as you believe to be necessary.
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Natron Valley, Egyptian Empire
By Bilgun Zalkuubar
The Natron Valley, Wadi el Natrun or Wadi Natrun, is located northwest of Cairo in a natural depression in the desert.
Historians believe the valley used to be a flood zone for the Nile River, swelling and draining in cycle with the Nile River. The region
was very important to the ancient Egyptian Empire as a source of Natron salt. The valley is the center of many Christian
monasteries dating back to the 4th Century AD.
The alkali lakes of the Natron Valley provided the Ancient Egyptians with a mineral they called “natron.” Natron (Na2CO3)
is an amalgamation of primarily sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate (17%) and very small amounts of sodium sulfate and sodium
chloride (table salt). Sodium bicarbonate is the chemical name for the salt we call baking soda.
Natron Valley is fed by water seepage from the Nile Delta. The inflow covers large parts of the slopes on the northeast
side of the lakes. This salt-laden underground water contains different salts from the multiple layers of salt-containing strata. This
creates distinctive marshes on water-logged soil, encrusted with salt due to the high evaporation rate. Egyptians gathered natron
directly from crusted shoreline flats or evaporated seawater in the Natron Valley.
The sodium bicarbonate in natron was used to preserve dried fish and season their food. Because of its molecular
structure, water can be incorporated into the molecules, and those molecules remain dry. This extended the shelf life of the Nile’s
abundant fish harvest, allowing the Egyptians to build a food surplus and enhance the country’s economy through domestic and
foreign trade. Natron served as a detergent and tooth cleaner. Salts were
also prescribed in various health mixtures by Egyptian physicians. The salt
mixture may be applied to the skin, taken as an enema, or given orally
depending on the ailment.
The Ancient Egyptians used natron to mummify their dead. It is
believed that natron was used to rapidly remove the water from the cadaver to
prevent microbial attack associated with tissue degradation and putrefaction.
Natron’s salt properties worked to preserve the mummy in three different
ways:
1.
2.
3.

Dried the moisture in the flesh, thereby inhibiting the growth of
bacteria,
Degreased the body fats by removing moisture-filled fat cells,
Served as a microbial disinfectant.

Hippopotamus (“William”) ca.
1961-1878 BC.
https://www.metmuseum.org/
art/collection/search/544227

















Ahmose-Nefertari. G. Elliot Smith (1871-1937)/Public Domain/Wikimedia
Commons.
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-natron-119865

Faience is a ceramic material from Ancient Egypt. Quartz powder, lime, and soda (natron) mixed
with water to make a paste. To make a bead, the paste was molded around a piece of straw and fired. If
the artist was making a figurine or jewelry, the paste was heated in a mold. This process, called
“sintering,” caused the quartz mixture to heat up and melt (vitrification) into glass that incorporates and
covers the clay in a lustrous blue glaze. This process was used to create art objects, such as religious
icons, jewelry, small vessels and decorative objects. It was the material most commonly used material for
scarabs and other forms of amulets. Larger applications included cups, bowls, and wall tiles in temples.


Exploratorium. Science-at-Home from the Exploratorium. “Make a Mummy.”
https://www.exploratorium.edu/bodies/webcast_activity.html
Harlequin Beads. “Faience Beads from Egypt.” https://www.harlequinbeads.com/handmade-glass-c301
Howell G M Edwards, Katherine J Currie, Hassan R H Ali, Susana E Jorge Villar, A Rosalie David, John Denton. PubMed.gov. “Raman spectroscopy of natron:
shedding light on ancient Egyptian mummification.” https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/17404715/
N.S. Gill. ThoughtCo. “Natron, Ancient Egyptian Chemical Salt and Preservative: The Chemical Used by Ancient Egyptians to Preserve Their Mummies.”
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-natron-119865
Sara Martinez Frias. “Cultural Landscapes: Wadi el Natroun, Egypt.” https://medomed.org/featured_item/wadi-el-natroun-cultural-landscape-egypt/
Wikipedia contributors, 'Wadi El Natrun', Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 13 January 2021, 15:09 UTC,
<https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wadi_El_Natrun&oldid=1000094307> [accessed 16 February 2021]
Wikipedia contributors, 'History of salt', Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 3 February 2021, 20:52 UTC,
<https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=History_of_salt&oldid=1004679043> [accessed 16 February 2021]
Wikipedia contributors, 'Egyptian faience', Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 16 January 2021, 15:29 UTC,
<https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Egyptian_faience&oldid=1000755602> [accessed 16 February 2021]
Past Worlds; Harper Collins Atlas of Archaeology
A Handbook on Beads by W.G.N. van der Sleen
The History of Beads from 38,000 B.C. to the Present by Lois Sherr Dubin
The Universal Bead by Joan Mowat Erikson
Beads through the Ages by Gloria Dale
Beads of the World by Peter Francis Jr.
Glass 5,000 Years edited by Hugh Tait
The Czech Bead Story by Peter Francis Jr.
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Lake Natron, Tanzania
Lake Natron in an alkaline (high salt content) lake located at the base
of a mountain in Tanzania’s Gregory Rift. This means water flows into the
depression, laden with minerals, but does not flow out of the lake. Instead, the
water evaporates gradually, leaving behind the chemicals and salt deposits.
This makes the lake extremely alkaline. The water’s pH has been measured
as high as 10.5, which is nearly as high as ammonia. Lake Natron’s red color
comes from cyanobacteria that photosynthesize into bright red and orange
hues as the water evaporates and salinity rises.

Lake Natron photographed from space. Wikimedia Commons.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/flamingos-find-lifeamong-death-180959265/

Few creatures live in the harsh waters where temperatures can reach
140 degrees Fahrenheit. One species of fish, the alcolapia latilabris, commonly known as the wide-lipped Natron
tilapia, only lives in the hypersaline, warm water. Algae grows in the water, and the flamingos who eat the algae live
and breed on the shore.
Sometimes, migrating birds crash into the lake’s surface. The highly
reflective, chemical dense waters fool the birds, in much the same way as a
glass door. The birds believe they are flying through empty space and fall
victim to the illusion.

A flamingo. Photograph by ©Nick Brandt 2013, Courtesy of
Hasted Kraeutler Gallery, NY.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/thisalkaline-african-lake-turns-animals-into-stone-445359/

A bat. Photograph by ©Nick Brandt 2013,
Courtesy of Hasted Kraeutler Gallery, NY.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/this-alkaline-african-lake-turns-animalsinto-stone-445359/







When the water recedes, the birds’
desiccated, chemically preserved carcasses
wash up along the shoreline. Nick Brandt
explained that entire flocks of dead birds
washed up together on the shore. Brandt
posed the most whole carcasses in life-like
environments for these photographs,
featured in October 2013’s edition of New
Scientist.

A dove. Photograph by ©Nick Brandt 2013,
Courtesy of Hasted Kraeutler Gallery, NY.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/this-alkaline-african-lake-turns-animalsinto-stone-445359/

A swallow. Photograph by ©Nick Brandt 2013, Courtesy of
Hasted Kraeutler Gallery, NY.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/thisalkaline-african-lake-turns-animals-into-stone-445359/

A songbird. Photograph by ©Nick Brandt 2013,
Courtesy of Hasted Kraeutler Gallery, NY.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/this-alkaline-african-lake-turns-animalsinto-stone-445359/

A fish eagle. Photograph by ©Nick Brandt 2013,
Courtesy of Hasted Kraeutler Gallery, NY.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/this-alkaline-african-lake-turns-animalsinto-stone-445359/

Anit Sethi. “Lake Natron Tanzania Mystery of the Red Lake, Bird and Fish.” Mysterious Trip. March 1, 2018. https://mysterioustrip.com/lake-natron/
Jennifer Billock. “The Deadly Lake Where 75% of the World’s Lesser Flamingos Are Born.” Smithsonianmag.com June 14, 2016.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/flamingos-find-life-among-death-180959265/
Photography by Nick Brandt
Joseph Stromberg. “This Alkaline African Lake Turns Animals into Stone.” Smithsonianmag.com October 2, 2013. https://www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/this-alkaline-african-lake-turns-animals-into-stone-445359/
Wikipedia contributors. "Alcolapia latilabris." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 2 Mar. 2020. Web. 15 Feb. 2021.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcolapia_latilabris
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Salt Mummies of Iran
THL Michelle of Harris upon York

Whenever the word mummies is mentioned visions of Egypt and King Tutankhamun’s amazing
gold death mask, but manmade mummies are only half the story. Some of the most spectacular
mummies ever found are those that were preserved using natural methods such as the “salt men” of
Iran.
These natural mummies were first discovered in 1993 in the Chehrabad Salt Mine with the
uncovering of a man with a white beard, a gold earring, and even iron knives. This man dates back to
300 A.D. and isn’t even the oldest mummy found to date. The oldest mummy found so far dates back to
9550 B.C. demonstrating the continued importance of this salt mine throughout so much of human
history in the area. Six salt men have been recovered, one of them a teenager, and one mummy has
been left partially in-situ. These mummies were formed when they were probably killed by falling rock
within the cave and the extreme dryness courtesy of the salt dried their bodies, preserving even their
hair for future researchers.

Image courtesy of Persian News. https://xn-mgbabxqb2mn8b.com/2020/05/garments-ofirans-salt-mummies-to-be-restored-usinggerman-expertise/

Image courtesy of Tehran Times.
https://www.tehrantimes.com/news/450250/Anc
ient-objects-found-at-Iran-s-mine-to-go-ondisplay-in-Germany

All five of the removed mummies can be
viewed by the public at either the Zanjan Archaeology Museum or the National Museum of Iran in
Tehran. Since 2008 the salt mine has been off-limits for mining activities while an archaeological
research facility is erected to better study any more discovered mummies.
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Building a Salt Water Etcher
By Kamei Kojirou Yoshinaga
So earlier this year I built a salt water etcher. I have noticed it provides a range of pitted to clean types
of etches depending on the voltage and amps used for the etch. This will allow you to etch brass, copper
and more. I have only tested brass and copper so far but I’ve heard plenty of other metals work too. I
will not get too much into the projects and the resists for the scope of this article, Which I will leave for a
future article once I learn how to do it properly. But I will lightly touch on all the steps needed to etch.
To create your salt water etcher, you will need the following stuff:
• A transparent plastic container bigger than the projects you wish to etch. Preferably with a lid.
• Salt (real salt, not iodine) Morton Salt and Kosher salt works fine, just remember to check the label for
“Salt” Walmart usually has Morton Salt for real cheap.
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01KOT8G4I/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o04_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
• Distilled water, you need enough of this to submerge the etching portion of your project.
• Scrap brass or copper to be used on the negative.
• Copper wire to wrap through the hole of your project
• A way to punch/drill a hole in your project
• Brass or copper project to etch.
• Positive and negative alligator leads to hold your projects.
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0002JJU1Y/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o04_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
• Rectifier – this is how you will supply electricity to make your etch work. This will allow you to control
the type of etch you want to do.
This is the one I have:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000CSQK5E/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o05_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
• Resist for your project. Paint markers seem to work. Pnp blue seems to work even better, I have not
learned this method yet however.
Word of Warning:
Using a salt water etcher will produce Hydrogen a harmless but flammable gas, be sure to only etch in
an area with proper ventilation.
Second Word of Warning:
Salt water etching will remove material during the process creating hazardous waste. Please do some
research on proper disposal and follow all local and state laws for safely getting rid of it.
Third Word of Warning:
Electricity and water can be a dangerous combination. Please exercise caution and make sure you turn
off your rectifier and ensure you are safe before removing projects from the rectifiers leads or putting
your hand in the water.
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Preparing your material for etching
Sheet brass or copper comes with a comes with a protective coating/sheet. Make sure you remove this
coating. I usually prepare the material by peeling any protective sheets and lightly sanding any coatings
off. Apply your resist everywhere you do not want etched.

Putting the salt water etcher all together

Put your empty plastic container in an area where you plan on etching your projects. Depending on how
big of projects you want to do adding distilled water can really make the container weight a lot. Then
you will pour in your real salt into the water. Make sure you have enough water and salt to completely
submerge the etching area of your project.
Next connect your rectifier to the wall (make sure it’s off and stays off until you’re ready to etch) and
insert your alligator clips into the rectifier.

You’re almost done. Get your wire and punch a hole through your project and apply a resist to the
project. Anywhere on your project you do not have a resist will be etched. Make sure you put your
project on the positive lead (Usually the red one) submerge your project but make sure your project has
the hole you wrap through your project to hold it in place is not submerged.
10

Do this again with a scrap piece of copper or brass for the Negative lead (The black one). submerge your
project but make sure your project has the hole you wrap through your project to hold it in place is not
submerged.
At this point ensure your project stays where it needs to stay and close the lid.

Now it’s time to etch
Turn your rectifier on. You should see bubbles forming on your negative scape. Your project should start
etching on the positive lead. The higher volts and amps are the quicker and more pitted the etch. The
lower the amps and voltage is the cleaner and slower the etch. The longer you etch the deeper it will be.
Periodically check the etch every 30 minutes or so. Make sure you do this safely by turning off the
rectifier first.

Clean the resist off your project
So, I’ve only done test projects so far. But see below for an etching
example. I didn’t even take the time to completely remove the resist and
11

applied a little bit of a resist to make the etch more visible. But you can
see that as a test it worked fine.

Etching is fun!
I plan on putting out an update to this as I learn more about Salt Water Etching. If anyone has any
questions on making the etcher or has any advice to improve my etching feel free to email me at
kameikojirou@gmail.com
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Salt in Ancient China
By Bilgun Zalkuubar
Salt has been a key commodity releated to the wealth of nations. Since the 7 th Century BC, emperors sought
to protect the salt trade which accounted for 80-90% of state revenues in
some of the post-Han Dynasty kingdoms.
Lake Yuncheng is a salt water lake in the province of Shanxi.
Chinese historians believe that the lake would evaporate in the summer,
and people would harvest the salt crystals. Historians believe this
practice began as early as 6,000 BC.
Around 1800 BC during the Xia dynasty, salt was produced by
filling clay containers with sea water, which was boiled until the water
evaporated. The remaining salt residue was collected.
Around 450 BC, iron pans were used to boil brine. For the next
2,000 years, this was the predominant technique used for salt
production.

“Salt evaporation pans, Yangpu Ancient
Salt Field, Hainan Island.” By Anna
Frodesiak - Own work, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.ph
p?curid=12792040

The salt trade in China led to
many technical inventions. Stone and cast iron bits were attached to
bamboo drilling rigs which were drilled into a brine aquifer. Some wells were
drilled up to 140 meters deep. Salt wells were described by the poet Su Shi
in the 11th Century, however, it is believed that the technology began as
early as the 3rd Century. The following description is a first-hand accounting
of a modern recreation of the historic drilling techniques used in the 10 th –
12th Centuries:

A modern recreation of drilling
technique from the North Song Dynasty
(960-1127 AD). (from Zhong & Huang)
https://csegrecorder.com/articles/view/
ancient-chinese-drilling

“One or more men stands on a wooden plank lever, much
like a seesaw, and this lifts up the drill stem a meter or
so. The pipe is allowed to drop, and the drill bit crashes
down into the rock, pulverizing it. Inch by inch, month by
month, the drilling slowly progresses. It has been
speculated that percussive drilling was derived from the
pounding of rice into rice flour. When I read of this
technique in Salt, I imagined a fairly crude technology. I
had no idea how sophisticated these drilling methods
became, to the point where these people really had
developed most of the tools and techniques one might
see on a modern drilling rig, albeit on a smaller scale and
without the benefits of modern machining methods.” ~
Oliver Kuhn, “Ancient Chinese Drilling.”

Kuhn, Oliver. “Ancient Chinese Drilling.” Geo-X Systems, Calgary. The Recorder, June 2004, Vol. 29 No. 06. Accessed August 9, 2021.
https://csegrecorder.com/articles/view/ancient-chinese-drilling
Nylander, Johan. “A brief history of Chinese salt, the world’s oldest monopoly.” January 4, 2017. Asia Times. Accessed August 9, 2021.
https://asiatimes.com/2017/01/brief-history-chinese-salt-worlds-oldest-monopoly/
“Module 4: Ancient China and the Salt Industry.” December 18, 2020. Kitchen Survival Guide. Accessed August 9, 2021. Module 4: Ancient China and
the Salt Industry (ksgpodcast.com)
Wikipedia contributors. "Salt in Chinese history." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 19 Jul. 2021. Web. 9 Aug.
2021.
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Salt Cellars in Medieval Europe
By Bilgun Zalkuubar

A salt cellar is a fancy bowl or similar dish used to hold salt.
The dish was often an elaborate work of art and used as a centerpiece
for formal occasions.
Artifacts from the Ancient Greece and Rome have been
determined to have been used to hold condiments including salt. The
salinum was the name the Romans gave to the silver receptacle that
was used in ceremonies, such as the salt offering made during the
meal.
Salt cellars became more
elaborate and decorated during the
Middle Ages. They were placed at
Salt Cellar, mid-13th century, made in
the head table as a sign of status
Paris, France. Gold, rock crystal,
emeralds, pearls, rubies. The Cloisters
and prosperity. These beautiful
Collection, The Met.
items were usually made of silver
with nautical-themed motifs. Guests were seated by social status; the
more prominent the guest, the closer they were seated to the
master’s large salt cellar.
Wikipedia contributors. "Salt cellar." Wikipedia, The Free
Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The
Free Encyclopedia, 20 Apr. 2021.
Web. 10 Aug. 2021.

Salt Cellar, France 1400.
http://medievaleuropeilluminated.blogspo
t.com/2015/11/salt-cellars-fancy-saltshaker.html

This image from the 15th Century Tres
Riches Heures de Jean, Duc de Berry,
gives some idea of how the table would
look with all the dishes in a course laid out.
https://nerdalicious.com.au/history/thecoronation-of-richard-iii-part-iii-foodglorious-food/
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